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Numerical Study of Instabilities Driven by Energetic Neutral Beam Ions

in NSTX

E. V. Belova, N. N. Gorelenkov, C. Z. Cheng, and E. D. Fredrickson

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, P. O. Box 451, Princeton, NJ 08543, USA

Recent experimental observations from NSTX suggest that many modes in a sub-

cyclotron frequency range are excited during neutral beam injection (NBI) [1]. These modes

have been identified as Compressional Alfv´en Eigenmodes (CAEs) and Global Alfv´en Eigen-

modes (GAEs), which are driven unstable through the Doppler shifted cyclotron resonance

with the beam ions [2]. The injection velocities of the NBI ions in NSTX are large compared

to Alfv én velocity,V0 > 3VA, and a strong anisotropy in the fast-ion pitch-angle distribution

provides the energy source for the instabilities. Recent interest to the excitation of Alfv´en

Eigenmodes in the frequency rangeω ∼< ωci, whereωci is the ion cyclotron frequency, is

related to the possibility that these modes can provide a mechanism for direct energy trans-

fer from super-Alfvénic beam ions to thermal ions [3]. Numerical simulations are required

in order to find a self-consistent mode structure, and to include the effects of finite Larmor

radius (FLR), the nonlinear effects, and the thermal plasma kinetic effects.

We have performed 3D hybrid simulations using HYM code [4] to study the excitation

of Alfv én Eigenmodes by energetic ions in NSTX. The HYM code is a nonlinear, global

stability code in toroidal geometry, which includes fully kinetic ion description. In the nu-

merical model, beam ions are treated using full-orbit, delta-f particle simulations, while the

one-fluid resistive MHD model is used to represent the background plasma. The two plasma

components are coupled using a current coupling scheme. In this scheme, the momentum

equation for the thermal plasma is

ρp
dVp

dt
= −∇pp + (J− Jb)×B/c− qnb(E− ηJ) + ν∆Vp, (1)

whereρp, Vp, andpp are the thermal plasma density, velocity and pressure;nb andJb are

the beam ion density and the beam ion induced current,ν is a viscosity coefficient, andJ is

the total plasma current. It is assumed that the fast ion pressure can be comparable to that of

the thermal plasma, but the beam ions have a low densitynb � np. In this case, the MHD

Ohm’s law applies:E = −Vp ×B/c+ ηJ.

The delta-f method is used to reduce numerical noise in the simulations. In this

method, the equilibrium distribution function of NBI ions needs to be known analytically,



and the equation for the perturbed distribution functionδF = F − F0 is integrated along

the particle trajectories. Equilibrium distribution function is taken to be in the form [4]:

F0 = F1(v)F2(λ)F3(pφ), wherev =
√

2ε is the particle velocity,λ ≡ µB0/ε is the pitch-

angle variable,pφ = −ψ +Rvφ, and functionsF1,2,3 are defined by

F1(v) =
1

v3 + v3∗
, for v < v0, (2)

F2(λ) = C exp(−(λ− λ0)
2/∆λ2), (3)

F3(pφ) =
(pφ − pmin)

α

(pmax − pmin)α
, for pφ > pmin, (4)

whereF0 = 0 for v > v0 or pφ < pmin; v0 ≈ 3.5VA is the injection velocity, and we assumed

v∗ = v0/2. The pitch-angle distribution is typically relatively narrow with∆λ = 0.3, and

λ0 = 0.5− 0.8. The functionF3(pφ) is used to match the TRANSP profiles of the beam ion

density, whereα is a numerical parameter, and the conditionpφ > pmin describes a prompt-

loss boundary. A generalized form of the Grad-Shafranov equation has been derived [4],

which includes, non-perturbatively, the effects of the beam ion toroidal and poloidal currents,

and it is used to calculate self-consistent equilibria, which serve as an initial condition for

the 3D simulations.

Simulation results for typical NSTX parameters show that for large injection velocities

of beam ions,V0 > 3VA, and strong anisotropy in the pitch-angle distribution, many Alfv´en

modes can be excited (such as shown in Figs. 1 and 2). The instabilities are driven by the

resonant beam ions, which satisfy the condition:

ω − k‖v‖ − ωci = 0, (5)

in which the perpendicular drift frequency is not shown, because it is typically small com-

pared to other terms in Eq. (5). It is found that the most unstable modes for low toroidal

mode numbers,2 < n < 7, are GAE modes [5]. These modes are found to be localized

near the magnetic axis, and have largek‖ (with nm < 0, wherem is the poloidal mode

number), so thatω ∼ |k‖v‖| ∼ 0.5ωci. The linear mode structure of GAE mode withn = 4

andm = −2 is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3. The poloidal velocity has a vortex-like struc-

ture, which is characteristic for a shear Alfv´en wave; however in NSTX, these modes have

a significant compressional component,δB‖ ≈ 1/3δB⊥, due to strong coupling to the com-

pressional Alfvén wave. For eachn, several GAE modes with different (dominant)m are

unstable (Fig. 4). Linearized simulations for differentn show that for the most unstable

modes, a conditionn+m ≈ 6 is satisfied (i.e. approximately samek‖).
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Figure 1: Poloidal structure ofn = 4, m = −2 GAE

mode: (a) vector plot of poloidal velocity, and (b) con-

tour plot of fluid pressure perturbation.
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Figure 2:Poloidal structure of CAE

mode: contour plot of fluid pres-

sure perturbation,n = 8.

General properties of GAE modes have been studied previously both in cylindrical

and toroidal geometries [5]. A GAE mode is a global (regular) mode with frequency just

below the minimum of the Alfv´en continuumω < min(ωA), and owes its existence to the

coupling between the shear and compressional waves. For a very flatq profile, typical for

NSTX, the minimum ofω2
A(r) occurs at the magnetic axis (r = 0), resulting in the mode

localization nearr = 0. Due to their localization, the main features of GAE modes observed

in NSTX simulations are very similar to cylindrical GAE modes. Radial extent of unstable

GAE modes is found to be smaller for largerm.

Previous studies of energetic particle excitation of GAE modes were performed for

fast ion velocitiesV0 ∼ VA, and considered a resonant excitation for:ω ≈ k‖v‖ [5]. In this

case, the GAE growth rates were found to be smallγ ∼ 0.001ω, and therefore, these modes

were found to be strongly damped by the resonant electrons (in cylinder) and due to sideband

(mostlym+1) coupling to continuum (in toroidal geometry) [5]. (In contrast, low-frequency

TAE modes were found to be more dangerous, with larger growth rates, due toγ ∼ 1/k2
‖ .)

For NSTX, the injection velocities are large,V0 > 3VA, and the cyclotron resonance

condition Eq. (5) can be satisfied. This resonant instability has different dependence on

k‖, and largerk‖ modes can be strongly unstable, including the GAE modes, which are

intrinsically high-k‖ modes. Thus, in HYM simulations fornb/np = 0.03 and the beam
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Figure 3: Contour plot of radial component

of fluid velocity at equatorial plane forn = 4

GAE mode.
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Figure 4: Time evolution of spectrum of un-

stable modes forn = 4. Lower frequency

modes are GAE modes withm = −2 and−3.

energyE = 80keV, growth rates of unstable GAE modes are found to be of the orderγ ≈
0.002 − 0.01ωci with frequenciesω ≈ 0.3 − 0.5ωci. Electron Landau damping for GAE

modes is found to be negligible [2], and it is not included in our model. The continuum

damping is included due to viscous terms in Eq. (1), however no strong resonance coupling

to continuum modes is seen in linear simulations, perhaps due to a low mode amplitude at

the resonance location. Preliminary nonlinear simulations show saturation of the GAE mode

growth at low amplitudes withδB ∼ 10−4 − 10−3B0.

Instabilities of compressional CAE modes are not identified in simulations with lown,

perhaps because of the growth of more unstable GAE modes. However, for largern, modes

with a large compressional componentδB‖ > δB⊥ (CAE) and growth ratesγ ∼ 0.001ωci

are excited (Fig. 2). Unlike GAE, compressional modes are found to be localized on the

low field side, and have small parallel wave numbers (nm > 0). Future work will include

investigation of the conditions for preferable excitation of CAE and GAE modes, and studies

of their nonlinear evolution.
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